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Learning in Context
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider

Ernestine Be.ck-Fulgham, executive director

Learning in Context
(LIC), a partnership w1th Ford
Heights youth. Governors State
Umvers1ty, Prame State
College, Ford Heights School
District 169. Bloom Trail High
School District 206, and the
Ford Heights community. It is
designed to bring the youth of
Ford Heights into the
community as concerned and
partiCipating
Citizens.
Alternatives arc developed and
the youth that partic1pate in
and contribute to thc1r
communities arc empowered.
Staff operations arc
based in the Ford Heights
Community Center. The

ProJect H. .P.E.

Executive Director is Ernestine
Beck-Fulgham,
ProJect
Director 1s Cassandra Rush,
Assistant Program Director 1s
Keith Lewis. and the two
Public. Allies are April . Har~r
and Vernell Lollar.
Stnce its inception,
LIC has had many successes.
Tutoring has been offered to
students at both Cottage Grove
Middle School and Bloom
Trails High School assisting
them with their current
academic needs and their
future educational goals
Workshops
on
college
preparation.
"Getting
Acquainted with College,"

infonns students of college and
university requirements and
the kinds of support scf\·iccs
that are available.
At the start of LIC
only one Ford Heights restdcnt
had finished college within the
past five years. Beginning vvith
a one percent college
graduation rate. five LIC
participants have attained
college degrees.
One
participant
received
a
bachelors degree from
Governors tate Unt\ crstly and
four participants received and
associates degree from Prainc
State College. The graduation
rate for college degrees for Ford
continued on page 2

Peace and Joy to tile GSU community

Latino kids and GSU students benefit
by Brad Remmenga
Aie you looking for a
way to get involved in the life
of a young student? If the
answer is yes then Proyecto
Esperanza/Project H 0. P E.
may be for you. Project
H.O.P.E., the Hispanic
Opportunity
Program
Enhancement, is a program
designed to enhance the
academic skills of Lat1no
students and to prepare them
for college. Governor's State
University students, Prairie
State College students, mentorprofessionals, peer mentors.
community members and
Latino students can all be pflrt
of the program. The Project
H.O P.E. sessions take place at
local area middle schools and
high schools. at GSU tn the

·

form of conferences. and
vanous other areas in the forn1
ofcducat10nal field trips. GSU
students can apply for a tutor
position, speaking position or
a mentor- professional posit1on
to the program at any time in
the Project H.O.P.E. office,
located on the third floor
adjacent to the student
commons area or by calltng
534-5000. ext. 5985
ProJect H.O P E. was
established in 1994 as a joint
program with Prairie State
College to provide services for
local area Latino high school
students, grades 9-12. The
project was expanded to
include m1ddle school students.
grades 6-8, in late 1996. The
Latino population in the area
has mcreased, ''hich le "~ a

need for role models in
educational and professional
positions that Latino students
could identify with. The
proJect ut1lizes community
members.
professionals,
college students and peer
mentors to help Latino students
in vanous ways. One area of
importance IS academic help.
Tutonng the students in math.
science. language arts and
other subjects is one of the
matn goals of the program.
The students arc also counseled
in
leadership,
time
management. college planning
and other subjects through
workshops g1vcn through the
program.
The main goals of
Project H.O.P.E. arc to ''l)
continued on page 7
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increase the retention and graduation rate for Latino
high school students; 2) improve and stren!,1hcn the
baste skills (reading, math and English) of students
m grades 6-12, and 3) encourage and i ncreasc the
parttcip. tion of Latinos in higher education."
according to progrnm materials. These goals arc all
accomplished \\lth the help of active participants in
the program. The program currently has 86 mentorprofessionals along with many other tutors and peer
mentors .
The mentors and tutors serve the nearly 400
Latino middle school and high school students
enrolled in Project H.O.P.E Some oft he area m1ddlc
school d1stricts in\'olvcd in the program arc
Elemental} #170, Park Forest-Chicago HcJghts'#l63,
Community Consolidated # 168, Matteson # 162,
Crete-Monee #21 0-U and Ford Heights #D 169. High
school districts in the project arc Rich Townsh1p,
Bloom Township and Crete Township. HomewoodFlossmoor high school is also in the program. The
tutoring sessions arc held at the students' respective
schools. The ability to speak Spanish is a definite
asset. but not a requirement of tutors. Each session
lasts about an hour. The tutor helps the students'
with any subject arc.1s they arc ha\'ing difficulty with.
This benefits the student and the tutor. "I find that
not onl) am r helping the kids, but I am learning
things and ha\'ing fun as well". one of the tutors said.
Tutors can work at different schools and work a
\'ariablc number of hours as their schedules allow.
This flc. ·ibility is a benefit to many GSU students who
arc busy with class assignments and work
responsibilities.
Participants in Project H.O.P.E. can also
speak to Latino students at the different schools about
different subjects. A pcakcr could talk about what it
is like to go to college, the responsibilities they have
and the experiences of attending school. The speeches
can be fun by interacting with the students. This helps
the Latino students get a more realistic picture of what
college is like and creates interest for attending a
college.
Another aspect of the project is the many
different work hops and programs that arc offered to
l r the Latino students and their parents. Two of the
man · upcoming eYents stand out as important for the
, 'spring of 1999. The first C\'cnt is a series of
· workshops. on Community involvement. Math and
; English. to be held on Wednesday, February 10 from
9.30a.m. through 12 30p.m. These workshops arc
open to all Project H.O.P.E. students and will be held
at Prairie State College. The second event is the
Annual College and Career Conference, to be held
on Wedncsda}·. March 31 from 9 30a.m. through
!2:30p.m. This conference, open to all Project
H.O.P.E. students, involves college recruiters and staff
from different colleges and universities. as well as
1l
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Heights residents has more than doubled since 1994
from l.l percent to 2.6 percent in 1998. It is also
anticipated that up to 53 students from the For Heights
area will be entering or returning to continue their
education at Governors State University.
Tutoring is an important component of LIC
that has produced many successes. Participants in
the tutoring program at Bloom Trail High School have
realized up to double their grade point average.
Randolph McKenzie. a Bloom Trails High School
student is maintaining a 3.0 grade point average and
an 'A' average in math. ""Tutoring builds your
confidence," he said, "You feels more sure about your
grades."
The students at Cottage Grove Middle School
saw incredible increases in their IGAP scores.
Students' reading scores went up 15 points for s1xth
graders and 28 points for eighth graders at the same
time that math scores went up eight points for sixth
grade and 17 points for eighth grad students.
Public Allies focus on the emphasis of
leadership skills. developing community projects, and
developing personal and professional gr0\\1h. Youth
selected for this program arc placed in paid
apprcnttccships with local non-profit organit.ations
. ~ full-tunc. four days per week on community projects.
J It provides a link for youth and parents of participants

Monday
professionals coming to GSU for the Latino students.
The students also go on different field trips
designed to c.;pand their geographical view. teach
them about art and culture and let them ha c fun .
The field trips arc an opportunity for students to sec
areas that tl1ey may .not have seen outstdc of where
they hvc. Many of the trips feature museums and
landmarks in the cit) QfChicago. Places such as the
Mexican Fine Arts Center, the Chicago Historical
Society. the Art Institute, area univer it) ' s and
museums help expand the students' horizons and help
them develop their culturnl 3\\arcncss.
The students enjoy the field trips and often
ask when the next trip w1ll be takmg place. The)
also appreciate the tutoring and the special attcntton
they receive. The message that college is important
and ts within their reach to accomplish is also getting
through to the students. Erika, a student at Rickovcr
middle school, talked about going to college and
becoming an accountant. She wanted to know how
long it takes to get a degree in accounting. Her tutor
also talked about what an accountant docs and what
college is like. The tutors work to accomplish many
of the program goals and help Latino students to focus
on education as a way to improve their lives.
The program also focuses on the Latino
students that arcn 't doing as well in school. TI1c tutors
arc in place to help the struggling student and help
him/her get back on track acadcmicall). The tutors.
peer mentors. speakers and mentor-professionals.
however. all play more than one role . They arc
teachers, role models and a person to talk to Some
students need encouragement and advice . The
students are pulled in many different directions from
a variety of influences. some such as drugs and gangs
that arc negati\'C , Project H.O.P.E participants can
help make a difference in the life of a Latino student
and help him/her succeed.
Jose Rcycs.·Program Coordinator for Project
H.O.P.E ., talked about many of these ncgati,·e
influences and how participants in the project can
make a difference . One of the most important aspects
of the program is " helping kids undcrsta nd that they
have the potential to succeed," he said . Mr. Reyes
also talked about the need to get in ol red and fc1cc
the problem we have today. not 1gnore them. Project
H.O.P.E. is one way to addrc the problems facing
today's Latino students. And it is the participants in
Project H.O .P.E. that really make a difference in the
success of Latino students. For more detailed
mformation about Project H.O.P.E. contact Fredericka
Mancha, about the high school program at ext. 5?79.
Jose Reyes, about the middle school program at ext.
5985, or Yanina Gomez. about the mentorprofessional program at ext 6972 You can also write
to: Proyecto Esperaru.a Academic Career Counselor
and Program Coordinator, Governor's State
University, University Park. IL 60466

providing cultural enrichment acttvillcs.
Participants concentrate on public health.
economic development, and violence prevention.
After the completion of a yearlong project. the
participant receives $4,725 toward their higher
education.
Both April Harper and Vern ell Lollar expect
to acquire a college degree. After pursuit and
acquisition of a degree, Harper aspires to begin a
shelter for the homeless. Lollar, in addition to
attending college, has goals of perhaps starting a
family business with his brother. He would also like
to enter into Real
Estate. "I also want to give back to the community,"
he said. "that has been so good to me."
"The surveys also revealed that higher
education should forge producttve partnerships with
elementary and secondary schools and improve
training of schoolteachers" revealed the Illinois Board
of Higher Education in their recent newsletter.
Learning in Context has accomplished that
The Ford Hcig!tts communit · Christmas
party is Tuesda), December 15. There 1s a need for
volunteer to help wtth the festivities. If able to help,
please contact Ernestine Bcck-Fulgham .
Ernest me Beck-Fulgham, c. ·ccutive director
of the Learning in Context Program can be reached
at (708) 534-3 140 for informatiOn or to become
mvolvcd in the program
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May your dreams come true
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
The holiday season has to be the prettiest
season of the year, but for many, it is not the happiest.
Being family centered, it is extremely difficult for
those who have no family to cope with the isolation
that they feel so acutely at this time. It is very easy to
become engrossed in the festivities and rush of the
holidays that we forget about the widowed neighbor
who, on Christmas Eve, watches It's a Wonderful Life
for the millionth time and shares a can of tuna with
her cat for Christmas dinner.
Among the letters that the post office receives
for Santa are pleas from children, not for CD players
or Pentium II computers, but a simple cry for help:
"Please Santa, I don' t want any presents, but bring
my baby brother a warm coat so he's not sick all the
time. It doesn't even have to be new." What's wrong
with this picture? I prefer to think that we are
oblivious to the situation and not selfish, or worse
yet, apathetic. Yet, the majority of people think
nothing of spending $20 to $30 on a dinner and
complain or ignore an organization's request for a
fourth or sixth of that amount.
Someone asked me what was the best gift I
ever got for Christmas. Expecting to hear that it was
some extravagant item, she was sorely disappointed
to hear that it was a notebook small enough to fit in
my pocket. My best friend Marsha was the clever
person to bestow this treasure on me. I no longer
take notes on cash register receipts, restaurant checks,
napkins, or little bits of paper. Nor have I recently
asked for paper out of an officer's notebook as he was
arresting a youth (that was not a pleasant situation).
I no longer have to sort through a shoebox full of
notes for ideas to write about. I think that she did it
partly out of self-defense, but the little book has been
a source of appreciation many times over. The
important elements are that she put thought into the
gift and she gave it to me because she was my friend,
not because she had to or that it was expected of her.
My big brother (both in size- six foot, five
inches- and age) can be a royal pain in the neck, but
even though he's over-protective, he yells at me a lot,
and extremely annoying from time to time, we love

each other dearly and do not hesitate to let each other
know that. Pat is very creative and not one for
tradition which makes me wonder what he will come
up with to challenge the holidays. We changed
Thanksgiving. He hates turkey and I'm not partial to
it, so we had a picnic instead with submarine
sandwiches, potatoe salad, and cole slaw. Our friends
and in-laws think we're strange because we celebrate
Christmas in January (we're Eastern Orthodox); I
can't wait to see what he's going to pull this year to
spice things up (or antagonize, I don 't know which).
Because we are blessed with each other, we combine
our efforts to help at least one family out at this time;
that's our gift to each other. It makes us feel good
inside.
I'm not all mush at this time of year; I have
a wicked streak in me. There's a nasty person in our
neighborhood who is hateful towards everyone. Being
somewhat of a hermit, she doesn't speak to anyone
unless she's complaining about someone 's dog
barking, a kid crying, or the birds chirping. Having
a need to spread Christmas cheer, I make it a point to
knock on her door about 6:00 Christmas morning.
As she whips open her door, I hand her a beautifully

wrapped package, wish her a Merry Christmas, and
bounce down her walk. I do this every year and she
still doesn't know what to do or say; she simply stands
there frothing at the mouth with anger. I wonder if
she figured out that I was the one who sent the Easter
bunny to her house this year?
I wonder how many people have figured out
that the stores jack up the prices 50 percent so that
they make exorbitant profits when they have a '25%
Off' sale? I also wonder how they can sell wrapping
paper for a dollar or lights for two dollars after
Christmas when before the holidays it was five and
nine dollars respectively. Since neither item is
perishable prompting sale it can only be to clear the
warehouse for the next holiday stock for price
gouging. What this prompts is for everyone to do
their Christmas shopping in January for the following
December. What's wrong with this picture? I think
we' re victims of marketing hype.
I have to admit that regardless of the hype,
the rush, the expense, and the exhaustive activities,
there are some qualities to this season that are rarely
found at other times. What other time is everything
decorated so elaborately or brightly? People extend
courtesy to each other and treat each other with
respect- a rare phenomenon. Even on this campus
where I rarely hear a cross word or witness an
antagonistic act, excitement rules. If childhood has
been forgotten, take a look at a child absorbed in the
festivities and the anticipation of Christmas quickly
returns.
Take a chance. You don 't have to believe in
angels to make snow angels (you do need snow, a
commodity that we do not seem to have at the
moment) . Santa does exist, if only in our
imaginations. Remember what was your favorite
thing to do and do it. What would it hurt to be a
child again, if only for a moment, and see the world
through shining eyes, hear the world \vith innocent
ears, and feel the world with an eager heart.
Instead of Merry Christmas, I wish everyone
their childhood to return to, with the joy, love,
excitement, and awe that was an integral part of life.
May you feel the child's anticipation and the heartbursting elation when your wishes come true. May
all your dreams come true!

I can't figure out which hill I'm supposed to be over
by Michael Foster
I think there might be a new type
of phase, that all of us as modern
people go through besides the mid-life
crisis. This phase could be called a
quarter-life crisis, a time in which
twentysomething
individuals
experience prolonged nostalgia and a
sense of displacement. Maybe I'm
wrong about this but how else could
one explain the constant phase that
people my age keep muttering at
themselves . "I'm old," they say.
Perhaps I'm a traditionalist but my
upbringing has taught me that old
people were old and that was it. What
defined an old person was that
anybody from the older generation,
which would laugh at you for even
thinking such a preposterous notion,
cannot do that because they are all
dead. When a twenty year old thinks
that they must be old, there is always
a thirty year old that laughs at them,
then tells a forty year old just how old
they think they are, in which the forty
year old laughs at the thirty year old.
Thus the great chain of life continues
until nobody is laughing anymore.
Way back when I was in high
school (circa 1992), the world was a
very different place. We didn ' t have
DVD players or Internet or even
"Party of five ." But as the years have

gone by I've begun to realize that
nothing ever really changes .
Everything stays the same, except it's
given a different name. Example, the
"New Kids on the Block" are now
called "The Backstreet Boys." "Lisa
Stansfield" is now called "Natalie
Umburgila." And Hill Street Blues"
is now called "NYPD Blue." And for
those of you that have no idea what
any of that is, perhaps you should read
a different article before you begin to
feel old. All kidding aside, that is the
big difference between the early 90s
and today. So why does my sad
generation feel old? Good question.
Perhaps it ' s the fact that since
commercials and images and new
music constantly bombard us on a
daily basis, that life has this artificial
appearance of moving so fast. Maybe
life does move too fast. Alan Watts,
a famous philosopher, wrote about
issues like this in the 1950s. Did you
ever notice that no matter how many
cellular phones or personal computers
you have, you still don't have time to
spend with the people you care about,
which was the reason for having all
of those time saving devices in the
first place? Maybe we ' re all just a
bunch of whiners. Then again, what
is in a number anyway? I wonder if
there 's a direct correlation to people
obsessed with their age to people that

3

have to know the age groupings on
board games to sec if they can qualify
for playing them. Someone needs to
get a research grant on that.
When I think of older people
in a non-objective sense, I tend to
think of my parents. After all, nobody
ever thinks of his or her parents as
real people. My dad is turning the
glorious age of fifty this January and
thus he has begun his self-proclaimed
"fuddy duddy" stage. I'm not sure
exactly what this means but it might
have to do with that fact that my mom
wants him to shave his ever-graying
beard, or at least grow a goatee. My
morn, on the other hand, dyes her hair
at least once a week, never to let
anything off color see the light of day.
And since my mom already looks ten
years younger than she really is, my
dad usually gets question like "Why
are you seeing someone so much
younger that you?" The worst part is
I can't tell which one is right. Is my
dad giving in to his age something
that should be done? Then again, he's
the only fifty year old I know that
listens to Pearl Jam and watches the
U2 Popmart video without it being the
result of some sort of mid-life crisis.
And maybe my mom , like most
women, are so obsessed with looks
because they are constantly
bombarded with images by media that

show all women need to be young and
attractive if they are to be worth
anything. I wonder if there is a direct
correlation to women that are drop
dead gorgeous to people that think
that those types of drop dead gorgeous
women are really obnoxious. I don 't
think we need a research grant to
figure that one out.
Since my parents really
didn 't answer my aging questions I
went to the next reliable and available
resource for all Americans, which arc
talk shows. Granted, after watching
hours of Springer, Sally, and Montel,
I sadly admit that they were right. I
do feel better about myself knowing
that I don ' t have the bi zarre and
twisted problems that the guests have
on their respective shows. But then,
I begin to feel like I'm in a country
full of idiots so that really doesn 't get
me anywhere. Perhaps when I get the
aging crisis solved I can do a talk
show about people who hate talk
shows . Perhaps I need to stop
watching so much television.
In conclusion, I think people
do spend too much time on their age.
I really don ' t care how old I am .
Granted even though it might be nice,
I could never go back to the so-called
security of high school. I actually
have some control over my life now,
and less pimples. I don ' t think I want
to trade that in. Maybe if people spent
more time hanging out with people
they cared about and not so much time
on how old they are, or watching
television, we might not have this
problem in the first place . Then
again, I sound really old right now,
don 't I? Or maybe not old, but JUSt
older.
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W.I.S.E. Program
Typing for babysitting
by Ann Pace
'JYping a paper in exchange for
babysitting, grocery shopping in
exchange for being driven to and from
school and/or work? Sounds so great
you're probably wondering who to
contact to find out more? Where is this
service located? Is this service being
offered on campus?
It soon will be because that is
exactly what Mr. Donald Bell, Program
Director for Special Events and Student
Media has in mind for GSU students.
While this program falls under the
Women's Programs category, it is being
designed to help everyone, females and
males alike. Being a single parent who
has had to raise two sons while going
to school Mr. Bell realizes that everyone
who attends the university may be in
need of a se!'Vice that will help them
stay in school, co•.. plete an assignment,
etc .. Mr. Bell, was hired by GSU on
February 16th of this year and he has
wasted no time making plans to provide
those services through a student
exchange program initiated and
networked through student life services.
His goal is to help GSU students have a
much easier time of their university
experience.
Mr. Bell's two areas of
responsibility, adviser to the Student
Communications Media Board (SCMB)
and Program Director of Special
Events, puts him in a great position to
administer many changes for GSU. Mr.
Bell said, "SCMB is the parent board
of all recognized student media and
functions as the publisher to those
media, including the Innovator." As
Director of Special Events Mr. Bell said
he i~ also, "responsible for campus wide
Special Events that include programs
of the intellectual, cultural, social,
educational, and developmental
nature."
The office of Special Events
sponsors a number of events like the
annual "Native American Gathering
and Festival of Lights, which is a
celebration of the Indian New Year.
Chinese New Year is another annual
event that is celebrated here at GSU.
On December t• they sponsored a
presentation titled, "How To Talk To
Your Kids About IllY." On October 26•

Go the distance
by Judy Simoni
Governors State University is
moving forward with education offered
at a distance. Interest has grown in
alternative avenues for teaching since
President Paula Wolff set technology as
one of three university initiatives and a
budget was allocated. The University
Technology Committee was created,
which led to the Center for Technology
and Information (CTI).
One of the CTI first steps was
to install fiberoptic cable to connect the
university with the Internet and provide
E-mail, internal communication and large
file transfers. Since that time, the
university has made progress in the use
of technology for education. Just last
week, it was decided that a primer on
using technology would be developed and
available for students on CD Rom as well
as on the Web. This is a new project of
theCTI.
Schools are moving toward
interactive classrooms and one- or twoway video conferencing on cable,
according to Professor Michael Purdy. "If
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there they presented, "The Ondekoza
Drummers of Japan." On October J0111
there were two events, one was an
"Open House and Family Fun Night,
the other was A GSU Rally for National
Breast Cancer Month. These are just
some examples of the many Special
Events that GSU sponsors, on campus
and off.
Bell said, "what leads to the
issue of the Woman's Program Initiative
is that it is the Student Affairs
Professional's responsibility to look at
students' lives and to develop programs
that will support them while they are
in pursuit of their academic goals.
Student Affairs Professionals provide
co-circular programs that complement
the academic offerings of the
university." "He added that, "the
programs they provide allow the student
to actively participate in informal
programs that complement what they're
doing in class." Bell said that, "Because
GSU has an overwhelming female
student population it's necessary to
review our programs to see if they meet
the needs of the student body. In other
words, do our programs help women
who are going to school here."
"So, we are doing a number of
things," Bell said. One thing they are
going to do is ask women about their
experiences here at GSU. The are going
to be surveying women students here
on November JOdi through December
2.... "That's part one, then we're going
to assess what we have and decide what
we need to change, and then we're
going to initiate a series of programs
designed to meet women's needs," Bell
said.
Here is an example of how they
plan to use the information they get
from the survey: Bell said, "They know,
for instance, this student body is 70%
plus women, with a medium age of
around J7. Most of them are working,
have a spouse, and have youth care and/
or elder care responsibilities. And so,
they're challenged for time and most
of them are attending class after 4:JO
p.m.. Unlike traditional age students,
those between the ages of 17 and 22,
these students are better served by
programs designed for the people they
are responsible for rather than for
themselves."
Bell said he plans to, "initiate
programs that will involve the students
whole social network." This way the

children, spouses, and parents they are of the student skills exchange program
responsible for will have a better that will be started at GSU.
understanding of the academic
Bell called the W.I.S .E .
responsibilities the student has. These Program his "Flagship" woman's
programs, be it a low cost day-care program that he would like to see
program, a concert, a play, or some institutionalized. After that, he would
other social event, will also give the like to start up more programs that will
children, spouses, and parents on- help students while attending GSU.
campus events to go to while students Using the information he got from the
attend class or do homework
survey, woman's programs that address
"This will relieve stress for the family woman's issues is high on his list of
members and the students, Bell said. "It priorities to get under way.
will also give children a chance to get
Bell said he would, "like to see
acquainted with a university women barter their skills in all areas,
environment that may serve them well especially those that they tend not to
in their future endeavors," Bell added. do so well in as men." This, he believes
Bell said a good example of can be done in a networking and
how every program takes into account mentoring environment with all
the juggling of responsibilities students W.I.S.E. members exchanging what
have to do was its recent event, "A GSU they know with one another. Typing a
Rally for National Breast Cancer paper in exchange for bal>ysitting,
Month," which was held on Friday grocery shopping in exchange for
October JOdi, which focused on the babysitting, driving someone back and
complexity and diversity of women's forth to school and/or a job in exchange
roles in the family. Just like with this for typing a paper, changing someone's
one Bell said, "Everytime we build a oil in their car in exchange for them
program we take into account that canning an extra jar of preserves, etc ..
students have to juggle many things." The options are limitless because
Helping students to do this everyone has a skill to barter.
A
easier is the main goal of Bell and other very important element of the W.I.S.E.
Student Affairs Professionals. Bell Program will be the Listserve that is
pointed out, "So, focusing on women going to be developed for everyone who
does not mean we are excluding the participates in the service. Students in
needs and interests of men. It is the program will be able to exchange
important to say that because they don't information on the Listserve and meet
want anyone to feel excluded." "The on campus. Men are also welcome to
same thing holds true for cultural join the W.I.S.E . Program and the
events. Everyone is welcome. It's to the Listserve. Mr. Bell believes and is
advantage of women students, men making sure that everything they do,
students, all GSU students that these "takes into consideration the real life
programs are designed," he added.
issues of all of GSU's students."
Bell said that, "After the
Bell said that the target date
survey we will be introducing a new for the W.LS.E. Program to start up is
program called the W.I.S.E. Program, March, Women's History Month.
which stands for, Women's Information W.I.S.E. will offer GSU students a great
Student Exchange. This program will opportunity to help each other, not only
deal with practical issues that women to get a terrific education, but also to
face, such as, family issues, health have a wonderful university experience.
issues, financial issues, maintaining a Ifall goes as planned, GSU students will
sense of self amongst all these other have something very unique, exciting,
folks, networking with students in a and practical to use whenever they need
similar situation, and mentoring."
it. I am sure that if this program will be
This program has many facets a role model for other universities and
because the problems facing women are colleges. I hope that the W.I.S .E.
multifaceted. For example, Bell said Program will blaze the trail for a new
that, "Girls tend to have less computer way to get an education.
literacy, less achievement in science,
For more information about
and less recognition in class." "They the W.I.S.E. Program or any other
need role models in these areas. The campus event you can stop in at Mr.
networking and mentoring part of this Bell's office located on the 2nc1 floor of
W.I.S.E. Program will help them with the A building, room A213J or call him
this," Bell added. This is the first part at 5J4-4554.

tne state passes me Illinois century which was expsmnemm; aM are mStage regar&hg Die ACCESS Proj&l Proposa(
Network in a year or two, IC (Internet
video teleconferencing) will be available
for all kinds of communication," said
Purdy. Satellite video conferencing is
typically one-way voice, and the other way
video and voice. According to Purdy, the
future is in desktop video conferencing
with anyone around the world This will
be done semi-two-way, with the professor
communicating with many students in
different locations.
Faculty are using E-mail and
listservers, chat rooms for classes, and
developing Web and CD Rom
combination courses to complement each
other, until the Web is more robust,@ said
Purdy. GSU faculty have learned a lot
about technology on their own, and at the
university workshops
The College of Arts and
Sciences is developing a class on race for
the Web, and the Computer Technology
Institute is developing one on technology,
discussed briefly above. There hasn't
been a wholesaleinitiative yet by
Administration," said Purdy. "It takes
money, release time and support.
However, we have gone through Stage I,

n, with individuals developing projects."

One of those individuals is
Professor Gary Fisk in the Computer
Center, who is helping to produce classes.
According to Fisk, approximately 20
faculty members are going through a
training course written for those without
experience on how to use Web cr, and
are in various stages of development
"There are a mix of classes that
faculty have developed on their own," said
Fisk. For instance, Professor Arthur
Bourgeois has developed an art class, and
Professor Peter Gunther of the Science
Department has developed a class on
human evolution.
Professor Ronald Brubaker
wrote the program to enable Gunther to
receive student answers and grade them
With enrollment near 40 in distance
education classes compared to about 20
in traditional classrooms, grading could
take a lot of time. This grading and
authoring tool allows him to bring up each
question the students answer, and enter
his comments.
Recently, Professor Fisk
attended a meeting in Washington, D.C.

for which GSU is on the advisory board
PBS was awarded a grant for ACCESS
Project in September. The service will be
nationally accessible through PBS
ONLINE.

ACCESS will enable students to
make more informed decisions about
which distance learning programs will
give them what they need in quality
education, and how to enroll. Other
services will be: learning styles for
distance education, career goals,
credential requirements, learning
agendas, analysis of prior academic
attainment, review of credit for
experiential learning, advising,
evaluation and workplace transition.
People prefer on-line courses,
and will be able to earn a degree on-line,@
said Fisk. There are currently 22,000,000
adult learners, those taking some kind of
course on the job, for certification, etc.,@
said Fisk. AThere are only J,OOO,OOO in
colleges.@ That means there is an
opportunity to offer distance education to
19,000,000 more people who may be
looking for ways to get courses but cannot
access a traditional college campus.
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INTEGRITY
By Malecia Johnson
The Elite in this country were allowed to
strategically implement tasks with their
mindset, 'FROM THE WASTE DOWN'
Really, what has this country come to be.
The judicial system does not allow psychic
violence to be bestowed upon its victims.
Then why should you, the 'citizens' of this
country participate in enslaving your people!
Does His Story not repeat itself? Come on
people! Recognize! Under this country's
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current administration its leaders were
allowed to put the "President of the United
States of America" on media watch,
NATIONAL TELEVISON "FROM THE
WASTE DOWN"! What do you think this
phenomenon will create for you? You are
witness to the venom that this country's
hierarchy administers. Its color is green, the
power of influence. Its flavor is strong
enough to create diseases, with the authority
to diminish ones' existence. Its taste is
bitter! The effects 'produce gross
negligence, profound neglect and abuse
upon its head, The first family, its president,
the leader of this country. It does not take a
genius to acknowledge suppression,
regression, projection, depression and
extortion. Avoidance is the key. Do not
participate. Remember you, the "citizens"
have the power, Do not give them any place.
Come on people! Pick yourselves up! What
happened to self- respect, and respect of
others, dignity, grace, and fineness. God
forbid if all involved were mentors. Behavior
that model damaged group psychology is a
hainus crime, out-right cruelty, and
unacceptable. The intent of being "MY
BROTHERS KEEPER" is not to produce
a lack of conduct, bad character, or
obnoxious social skills, But to exhibit one
Best. Moreover, did you know
'Concealed Weapons' are not allowed

''A Closer Look at Indian Culture''
by Lisa M. Bly
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on this campus! Sabotage is not apart of
Governors State University's curriculum.
Consider these insights an eviction notice
being served to all of the GSU "Wall Of
Truth" participants and subscribers who
choose to use it as a vehicle for gross
negligent, and unfounded propaganda.
Governors State University stands for the
best in higher learning. We do not need to
reduce ourselves to an elementary level of
cruelty and gossip. Consider this before you
decide to post your next editorial comment.
Let us portray on our Walls of Truth at
Governors State University information that
we can be proud of Remember harsh
negative words of falsehood are patterns of
speech we should out grow as we enter into
adulthood. The average age at this university
is 34. In knowing this let us express our
ideas in a sophisticated adult manor.
As managing editor for the Innovator, I
understand we will at times disagree but I
believe we can do so in a positive mature
manner.

Furthermore, when you post your next
editorial, please be sure to include:
"Words Of Truth," Information, Facts,
and Proof that will support your writings
Tastefully.

MaleCIA M. Jol1nson

What is right for you?
by Matthew Schrock

Today, computers are becoming increasingly
In keeping with the season of the "Festival of
There are three levels of religion, Philosophical,
Lights," Dr. J.P. Dave' presented thetoptcof "A Closer Who am I? This is an ongoing process. lf you fmd out more available due to low costs. With this increase,
Look at Indian Culture" for a Faculty Salon, Wednesday, who you are, you are dead. It's ongoing. Secondly, if I more and more people are surfing the Internet. But what
November 25, 1998 in Engbretson Hall. A Faculty Salon believe there is a creator, how do I know this? I have Internet Service Provider (ISP) are they using?
Many people give in to the marketing ploys of
is where faculty shares their specialty fields wtth each ~-perienced this for myself. Thirdly, there are the rituals
other in an informal setting. President Paula Wolff that organized religions have. One of the rituals of Indian America Online or Prodigy. These are two of the major
ISPs. For $19.95 a month an individual can get
supports these monthly events sponsored by the Diversity culture is the children chanting or the red mark.
Committee of the university.
"According to the Indian belief system, the red unlimited access to the Internet.
However, here at Governors State University,
The Festival of Lights is very important in mark means something that brings good to you. The
students
and
faculty may access the Internet for free.
Indian culture, the most enjoyable and the most loved. red mark is put on the forehead as a third eye. Your eyes
The
advantage
of accessing the Internet here at school
When the Festival of Lights celebration was here at the that you see through are your worldly eyes that aren't
is
that
downloading
time for web pages is much faster.
university, the goal was to share some of the Indian capable of seeing the truth. Therefore, the red mark is
Much
of
this
is
due
to
the computers being on a network.
culture with the community. The meaning of the festival given as the third eye. How does the third eye get opened?
Students and faculty also have the ability to
is incarnation. Mythologically, when God gets tired of In meditation, the mind becomes one pointed and gains
evil forces, or oppressive forces, God comes OOwn. When <X?ntrol of the here and now and the person is better able access GSU from home with a computer and a modem
God's people are too egotistical, power hungry, or try to to see things more clear. The third eye relates to learning But as Leon Garrison, a GSU student, explained, the
oppress others, the cosmic rhythm is disturbed. When to go beyond boundaries. This is also something that is process is somewhat cumbersome. It is more than just a
the cosmic rhythm is disturbed, God ascends and taught in dance, let go of your boundaries of time and point and a click. The transfer rate also may be slower
accessing from home.
reestablishes order. Examples of incarnation occur all space."
America Online is one of the most popular ISPs
over the world, whereever balance is disrupted.
In the Indian culture, most learning is oral.
Whenever there is oppression, someone usually stands Music and language is learned orally. In learning music today. For their fee one can have unlimited access to the
up and says enough is enough. God reestablishes order. from teachers, it was learned orally, without notes. "We Internet. America Online does have some advantages.
Dr. Dave' infonned us that his name is more would just listen to them, follow them, and practice them. As Thomas Hamilton, a businessman who travels often
than 2,000 years old and that should give us an idea of There would be lots of improvisation. We would follow mentions, American Online has access numbers all over
how long the Indian culture has been around. He also the same structure that was taught, but our creativity the country. This cuts down on the cost of a call no
matter where he is at, as long as there is a number in
infonned us that the Indian culture is the merging of would come in us being able to improvise."
that
area.
many cultures. For instance, he lives with extended
A great summary of the Indian culture and their
Some other advantages are local information
family, himself, his wife, his son and his wife and his respect and adoration for one other can be seen in the
two grandchildren all live together. While there is a story that follows. Dr. Dave' told the story about a black and faster speeds. America Online does offer more than
sense of obligation to family, Dr. Dave' assured us that and a white student of his who wanted to visit India. He one access number in a specific area This allows a user
he doesn't take care of his family out of a sense of spoke of how they would arrive in India in the middle of to choose a compatible modem with the one at home,
obligation, it is within his spirit
the night because of the times the airlines land in India. whether it be X2 or 56K.
Another GSU student, John Ewert, thought that
Dr. Dave' shared with us how he starts his day. He gave them the telephone number to friends who lived
Each morning, he takes his grandchildren in his hands 30 miles away from the airport They were suppose to the speeds within America Online seemed slow. It does
and has them face the East to meditate by saying meet them at the airport but somehow, there was seem that some oftheir pages do take longer to download
AUM... ... This creates a transcendental state of miscommunication and there was no one at the airport Jim Singler, a businessman, expressed his dissatisfaction
consciousness that allows him to meditate, to quiet his to meet the two Americans. They arrived at the friends with the success ratio of logging on. He was also
mind. Too often, we are in a state of fight or flight house in India at 3:00a.m. in the morning. The friends displeased with the speed, even though he was using
When we meditate, we can stop running and fighting. of Dr. Dave' invited the guests in and asked if they were the same type of modem that was on the other end of the
Most of the running and fighting we do is all done in hungry. Can you imagine that? It is very common for connection.
One ISP that works throughout the Midwest is
our minds, we need to find time to become focused When guests who are unannounced to be treated as such in
The major disadvantage with
we meditate, we are one pointed and in the here and India culture. In their culture, they're taught to relate to Ameritechnet.
now. Our minds are open and so are our relationships. mother as an expression of divinity; relate to father as Ameritech, according to one individual, was that the
Meditation is done by deep breathing and simple an expression of divinity; relate to teacher as an speeds were not as fast as other ISPs.
If someone is interested in shopping around
stretching exercises. 1be words he says mean, "Let me expression of divinity, relate to uninvited guests as an
meditate on the goodness of life. Let me express my expression of divinity. There are two aspects of living, for the best ISP, go to thelist.com on the world wide
gratitude. Let this light that enters my heart be shared the ftrst is to respect the traditions we have and second web. Here you will ftnd many different providers. Just
with others."
is to adapt to change. Traditions are highly valued. give it the area code and it will give you a world of
choices.
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KWANZAA
by Selena Countee

Kwanzaa, a holiday celebrating African
Americans, their culture and history. Kwanzaa is
a seven-day festival celebrated from December
26th-January 1st. The chosen dates symbolize yearend celebration(s).
Kwanzaa was created by Dr. Maulana
Karenga. Karenga wanted to create a holiday that
would bring Mrican American families together
and re-affirm the bonds between Mrican Americans
as a people. The word Kwanzaa comes from the
Kiswahili phrase "first fruits", matunda de Kwanza.
Karenga added the additional (a) to give the word
greater significance. (Kiswahili is also known as
Swahili, the most often spoken language on the
Mrican continent.)
There are seven principles of Kwanzaa. The
seven principles coincide with the seven days. One
priciple is practiced per day. The seven principles
are listed below in the order in which they should
be practiced,
and they are: UMOJA (oo-moh-jah) or UNITY, to
strive for unity in family, community, nation and
race. KUJICHAGULIA (koo-jee-chah-goo-LEE-ah)
or SELF DETERMINATION, to speak for ourselves
and create our own destinies. UJIMA (oo-JEE-mah)

Eugene and ::itar Lawson

Now that we have familiarized ourselves with
the principles and symbols, we are now prepared to
begin our ceremony. First, the Kwanzaa table should
be set. In doing so, cover the table with a black or
green table cloth which is where the Mkeka is placed.
Next, the Kinara holding the Mishymaa Saba is placed
in the center of the table. The Kinara holds in the
very center, one black candle which represents the
people. On the left of the black candle are three red
candles that symbolizes the struggle, followed by three
green candles which represent the future. The symbols
for the mazao are then placed in a basekt on the table
Paul Stovall and Tahtia K~

symbolizing a prosperous harvest. The ears of com
are then placed on the table representing children in
or COLLECTIVE WORK & RESPONSIDILITY,
to build and maintain our community together.
UJIAMAA (oo-jah-MAH) or COLLECTIVE
ECONOMICS, to build and maintain our own
stores and businesses. NIA (NEE-ah) or PURPOSE,
to restore our people to their traditional greatness.
KUUMBA (koo-OOM-bah) or CREATIVITY,to use
our imigination and creativity to make our
community better than we inherited it. IMANI (eeMAH-nee) or FAITH, to believe in our people, our
parent, our teachers , our leaders, and the
righteousness of our struggle.
In addition to seven principles, there are also
seven symbols of Kwanzaa. The following are the
seven symbols and their meanings: Mkeeka (mKAY-kah), the mat which symbolizes the tradition
and foundation on which all the other symbols rest.
Mazao (mah-ZAH-oh), the crops which are the
result of the harvest and represent proudctive labor.
Kinara (kee-NAH-rah), the candleholder which
represents the Mrican ancestors. Muhind (moo.:
HEEN-dee), the com which represents children and
the future . (Also referred to as Vibunzi, which
means one ear of corn. Zawadi (zah-WAH-dee),
gifts given as an act of sharing and a labor of love.
Kikombe cha (kee-KOHM-bay chah oo-MOH-jah),
the unity cup which represents family and
community unity. Mishumaa Saba (mee-shooMAH SAH-ba), the seven candles which represent
the seven principles.

the family. If there aren't any children in the family,
at least one ear of corn should still be placed
representing children in the community.
The candle lighting cerermony is probably the
most significant of all during the Kwanzaa
festivities. The procedure for the candle lighting
ceremony is to light one candle per day. The
candles are lit from the middle first, alternating
from far left to far right. Therefore, the black
candle is lit first, representing the first principle.
After ligiUing the candle, the phrase "Habari Gani"
(What's the news or what's happening) is asked of
the person lighting the candle. The answer/
response is the principle for the day. This procedure
is practiced throughout the seven days. The final
day of Kwanzaa is usually followed by a huge feast
and gift giving ceremony. Unlike Christmas gifts,
Kwanzaa gifts are usually made and not bought.
Since Kwanzaa is a relatively new Holiday,
people that celebrate it tend to add or change certain
according to their own creativity. Kwanzaa was
created with the intent to make life better for you,
your family, and all those around you. With this in
mind, HAPPY KWANZAA I
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Where's my classroom? You pay
by Joseph Green
I was on my way to class. Its
midterm exam time and I'm ready and
prepared to take this exam. I'll have
pl:nty of time to answer all question and
if traffic continues to flow this way and
the tolls are not backed up. I may even
have 15 to 20 minutes to study prior to
the exam starting.. As I entered the
University something seemed to be
wrong. My fellow students were
walking the hall in a maze. not knowing
where there classes or professors were.
Usually there are very few students
in the hallways at 7:00pm . They are
all usually in their classrooms, or sitting
in the cafeteria studying, having a soft
drink or sandwich. There was no one
studying or eating, everyone was
searching. Students were everywhere
asking where's my class? Have you seen
my professor? Some were just walking
around aimlessly . The old classrooms
are under construction and there are
signs on the doors, with alternative
classrooms numbers. What's going on?
The alternative classroom is also under
construction, or someone else is already
using that room. My twenty minute premidterm study time is gone now. Mter
walking around in circles I ran into my
professor. I'm saved rescued. he was
searching out the students and guiding
them to the classroom. Maybe its my
fault for not finding my way, or did I
miss picking up the road map at the
entrance? I had lost 40 minutes oftime
on my midterm. I must hurry up to
finish on time. Other classmates
arrived while, I was taking the exam. I
felt better, I wasn't the only one who
was lost and confused. I was able to
complete my mid term and later on I
received a B- for a grade on the exam ..
See you all next week same time same
room ..
I also attend class Saturday at 1:00
PM. I was prepared for Saturday. No
work less traffic and stress. I arrived
early with expectations of another room
expedition. It was to my surprise and
amazement. My classroom had not been
changed. Great! I thought, I spoke too
soon. I entered a dust covered
classroom with hanging and missing
lights. Everyone who entered class
cleaned off their desks and a dust storm
occurred. There were students
coughing moving into asthma attacks
and sinuses were being clogged. Once
again the professor apologized for the

room and the situation. My clothes
needed cleaning and my hair needed
washing. I needed to clear my nose and
rinse my mouth. By now I was tasting
plaster. Once the dust settled class
began another 20 minutes passed. I
made it once again through the
construction cballenge
Its the following Tuesday PM. Time
for class after work again I arrive early
remembering last week. Surprise!
Surprise! not this room someone else
is having class here this week. Here I
go again off to the my original room to
check for further instructions. No new
instructions the same instructions as
two weeks prior.
At this point I'm becoming angry
and frustrated. I'm saying things that a
college student should not be saying.
I'm searching fearlessly for my room,
a fellow classmate or professor. I run
into my professor who is also searching
for a room to hold our class. The list of
rooms numbers he has is not helping
the situation. We go on a seek, find, and
claim a classroom for our class mission.
During our search he ventilates his
feeling frustrated of being given a list
of rooms to utilize, that are already
being used or under construction and
cannot being used. One class looked
good , but there wasn't a TV or VCR
for class. Not even enough chairs.for
our class. The Next class had
equipment, but no power. We went
through five rooms until we finally
found one that was functionally
equipped to supply our classes needs, I
took a risk and plugged the power cord
in the classroom and it worked . We
jumped for joy and celebrated with a
dance. I was to remain and guard the
room with my life, until he rounded up
my classmates throughout the campus.
Class was once again held.
I placed this article to share my
experiences during the first three weeks
of construction at Governor's State
University. Can any one Identify with
me? This helps me know that I can be
successful and versatile in the face of
constant changes. I will go to any length
to get a good education. I give myself
an A for acceptance and passed the
test with a P for
Persistence, 1 give the staff an E for
Effort. I give someone and F for
FAILURE to be
more considerate of students and staff.
Joseph Green

A student's perspective
by Kevin Omiecinski

Associate's degree and wanted to go
into Television Production. After
Something that every person goes finding out the reputation Colwnbia had
through is change, whether it be a new it was the only place he wanted to go.
job or a new house. nothing stays the "I heard about the internships that they
same forever. Changing college's can give and also I knew a few people who
be difficult, but at the same the best already went there. I think they are the
thing you can do. A great number of bestforwhat Iwanttodowithmylife."
students do it every year Some change Saso will be graduating in May of 1999.
university's to get a master's degree,
A student at Goveners State
others do it after a few years at a University, Ken Eggert, has been to
community college. In the end the main three colleges. ''I started at the College
reason is to expand your knowledge.
of Dupage, then from there 1 went to
While talking to many students I Illinois State. I was having trouble
found there are many different reasons getting into the university as a
to transfer. I interviewed Columbia broadcasting majbr, so after a year I
College student Pete Saso. He had transferred here," Eggert stated. When
attended Moraine Valley Community asked what the biggest change was from
College before transferring downtown. a big school like ISU to Govemers State,
"It was a big difference from what I was · he said it was the time that the classes
doing at Moraine," said the 21-year-old. were held. "At ISU all'the classes were
He explained that after two years at held during the day, but here they are
Moraine Valley he earned his mostly at night." The atmosphere is a

why don't you play
by Herbert J. Turner m
The Governors State recreational
center is here for you, are you taking
advantage. The rec. center is, if you
have not seen it, is located in the A
wing of the campus. Students can take
advantage of the racquet/ handball
court, basketball court, Olympic style
pool, and the exercise room. Students
pay a fee of 20 dollars called the
student center fee. This fee is accessed
so the facility will be there if you need
it. What is great is the student center
fee covers you for the entire semester.
Can you think of a health club that
costs as low as 20 dollars? The
promotional campaigns of health
clubs may start you out at 20dollars
but that is not their total price. The
recreational center is open six am seven p.m. Monday- Friday, 8:30am
-4:30p.m. on Saturday, and noon4:30 p.m. on Sunday. I recently sat
down with the Assistant Director of
Student Life, Michael Blackburn.
Blackburn gave me the basic run
down of the entire recreational center
and the uses of the four divisions.
What many students do not know is
that any student of Governors States
household can also use the recreation
facility. It does not matter if they are
a member of the Governors State
student or not, all the individual has
to be is a resident of the household. If
you want to bring children to the rec.
center student life has set aside certain
days out of the week that are
considered family days . The rec.
center can also be rented out "ith
prevtous notice given to heads of the
student life department. If you have.
any ideas that you would like to be
considered call Michael Blackburn at
(708) 534-455l.The staff of the rec.
center is kind. courteous. and willing
to answer any questions, you may
have. Governors State being a
commuter university IS a major reason
why students and faculty do not use
the recreational facilities. Many
students and faculty use other fitness
facilities do in part to the closeness
of their homes. With the loss of those
individuals,
the
community

memberships fill the gaps that were
left. The community has access to all
of the Governors State recreational
facilities. Up until nine years ago, the
YMCA had control of the rec. center.
Initially when the university first
opened there was only the swimming
pool out of the four divisions, but the
YMCA incorporated the other three
divisions. If you ever need a low stress
and low impact workout the rec.
center offers Aquacise. Aquacise is a
course that is designed to improve
students flexibility and their
cardiovascular system. Other courses
that are available to students are
swimming and CPR. Swimming is
broken into two categories children
and adults. There are two levels for
adults, beginning and refining.
Chidrens swimming classes are for
ages five -17 years of age. There are
three levels, beginners, intermediate,
and advanced. CPR courses teach life
saving skills in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation. The rec. center staff
feels you should register early for
these classes because all class sizes
are limited. The senior citizen
population was not forgotten by
student life. Student life has senior
exercise and senior aquacise that are
both low impact, low intensity floor
and water based exercises designed
especially for senior citizens. Unlike
the adult aquacise which is once a
week seniors attend aquacise Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday. Governors
State being a commuter university,
with an average of its students being
34 years of age. Students have lives
other than college. so getting them
interested in recreational activities is
hard stated Blackburn. Most of the
exercising and recreation is done on
an individual basis.
Do you need a break from the
norm? There are numerous ways to
unwind and get away from everyday
life in the rec. center. The rec. center
stays open from 6:30 to nine pm,
which is longer than any other
division of the school. To find out
about the various classes, events, etc.
visit student life and you will be on
your way.

lot different around here too. The one
thing that Eggert likes most is the
smaller classes, "With less people in
each class it is a lot easier for a teacher
to spend time helping individual
students."
Darryl Gerwing is also a student
at Goveners State. He spent three years
at Moraine Valley and then transferred
here to become a television producer.
"I know there are probably better
schools out there for production, but
most of them are too expensive for the
average guy. Govemers State gives you
a good education and it's not
expensive," said Gerwin g. The student
said you basicly get the same education
anywhere you go, but sometimes money
can play a factor in your decision
making process.
After going away to Eastern
Illinois University after high school,
Cindy Morris transferred back to a
community college after two years. "I
didn't have all my priority's in order

when I went away, and that had a big
effect on my grades." Morris said. An
accounting major, Morris plans on
transferring to University of Illinois at
Chicago after this school year. "After
being at a state school it seems like
going to a community college first
would have been better for me," said
Morris. I asked Morris if she thought
if everybody should go to a community
college first, she said that she could only
speak for herself, and that people have
done fine going away right after high
school.
No matter what reason these
students have to transfer schools. they
are all looking to earn a degree .
Everybody is different with what they
want to do and achieve, but in today's
world you need an education to get
anything. It may be difficult to change
schools, and get used to different types
of living, but in the end it all pays off
with a good job in something you love
to do~
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You pay for it why not use· it help desk in theACSlab. This idallows
by Sean Ryan

students to access the Internet at any
time without paying a single dime in
membership fees or even on a computer.
There are areas within the lab
signified for the Management
Information System, Computer Science,
Education, Communication, and other
computer based courses. The lab offers
a large room in front of the lab for
students to use with optional lab
assistance. Computer Science Major,
Heather Staib has been working in the
ACS lab for about one year. She claims,
"the lab contains about 130 computers
leaving an open seat for all students to
use at some lime during the day."
Along with the stock of computers there
are typicaJly two or more people in the
lab offering assistance to all students.
Other students are using
computer lab services for their own
degrees at GSU . Vince Stulga, a
Educational Computing graduate
student at GSU says, "The lab gives me
the extra help needed to successfully
complete my assignments I don' t have
a computer at home and after class
docsn 't always give me enough time to
firush my work ." Many students like
Vince utilize the lab replacing, the need
for a personal computer at home.
Along with services in the labs
at GSU, the networking system opens
communication with students from their
homes. Students arc able to access their
email and Internet accounts; with the

As a Governor's State University
student, you are eligible for its many
services. The computer lab at GSU
offers many up to date computer
programs for every student regardless
of his/her major. Computers have
become not only a convenience but a
necessity for college students. From the
student typing a paper to the education
major creating lesson plans the
computer lab has the things you need.
The school volunteers a trained staff of
creators and personal assistance in the
lab for your convenience.
The Academic Computing
Services lab is growmg in size to open
the doors even wider to the students at
GSU. The ACS presently resides at
D243lon the second floor of the school
at the end of the ramp in the middle of
the University. The ACS lab is open
with assistance from 8 :30a.m .10:300p.m. Monday thru Thursday,
until 9p.m. on Friday, 5p.m . on
Saturday, and from lp.m. until 9p.m.
on Sunday's The expansion of the lab
will carry further into the O-wing
opening more room for computing
students.
Every student pays a $20
dollar fee for computer technology at
each trimester. These fees arc used to
expand computer access for students
and to upgrade software and hardware.

GSU provides the students with cutting
edge systems soft and hardware.
Students have the choice between using
the new IBM compatible Pentium II
processor computers to the "Power
Macs" from Apple. The variety of
computers m the ACS lab serves the
largely diverse needs of the students at
GSU.
Along with vanety, the lab
implements cutting edge software
packages for students . The IBM
compatible computers have Office 97,
which contributes several of the most
recent apphcations for the common
student. The application software
Office 97 includes Microsoft Word,
Excel, Power Point, along with many
other widely used programs for
students. The Macintosh computers
uses a very similar application software
package called Office Suites. The Macs
have scanners hooked up to them that
copy images from outside pictures to the
students projects.
Besides all of the fancy
application software for the specialized
student, there is free Internet access to
everyone currently enrolled at GSU
This allows students to have electronic
mail (email) and access the World Wide
Web for researching topics. Students
can obtain their own personal
Identification codes directly from the

What is Y2K?

State Information Resource Executives
was readily adopted.
Since no one in the 1950s or has targeted the year 2000 as a priority,
early 1960s knew how long software especially as we ncar the 21ot century.
would last. it seemed more efficient to A new financial accounting rule h~s
store calendar dates. using a two-digit recently been implemented and
enforced. The rule acknowledges that
code. By the late 1970s and carlv 1980
it was n~ticed that software had~ longer state and local governments must have
life. The Y2K problem really became a plan on how they arc going to fi. ·their
more noticeable, than originally, in systems to be in compliance. and how
1995 when credit card companies hit much money they plan to usc, as well
the year 2000 barrier, with their as. the resources thC}: will need to finish
expiration dates. The credit card the problem on time. The rule was put
in force by the Government Accounting
e:-.-ptration dates stopped being accepted
Smce then two-digit codes have become Standards Board. The board warned if
local governments do not address this
more recognizable.
problem
properly. it may cause wideThe largest problems with the.
spread
complicati<;m~
in activities such
Y2K crisis will start to occur ncar the
as
public
safety,
budgeting
and even
ending of the century.
The
local
power
supplies.
This
rule
complications will occur within
encompasses
not
only
governments.
but
businesses using computer systems. The
all
entities,
worldwide,
that
make
usc
main problems will occur withi~:~
financial institutions. power and of information technology.
Many businesses, as well as,
electrical plants, telephone networks, as
government
agencies have become
well as, everything with and using a
aware
of
the
Y2K
cris1s. as the century
two-digit date code.
will
soon
come
to
an end. The initial
The National Association of

by Tracy Gingras

•

The Year 2000 is going to pose
many challenges that we will need to
face. W1th less than 390 days from the
tum of the century, the largest computer
project in history has begun with a
'deadline which needs to be met. The
Year 2000 (Y2K) crisis, also known as
the "millennium bug", is caused by the
improper handling of the calenda; date
used by the software in computer
systems. The problem is that computers
will read the two-digit code 00 as the
year 1900 rather than 2000.
For several decades most
systems have used the two-digit
calendar code, rather than the four-digit
code. Using the two-digit calendar code
in the early days of computer was a cost
effective way to date-stamp a computer,
as well as, conserve memory. Data
storage was so limited, and so cxpenstve
that any method that could save storage

e

Monday
cost of a phone call. Students can access
the GSU database to conduct research
from a computer at work or at home.
All of the services that are provided at
GSU can be accessed from outside
computers with the proper connecting
information. Most areas of study have
their own wcbsites that students can dial
up and use for policy, research, r to
even find help
Diane Dates Casey, University
Professor of Library Science. conducts
full library online skills workshops for
employing the database applications
from the library and home . She
conducts free one hour workshops that
covers areas from searching online
citations to getting inter-library loans
of research material She covers
searching the web for information. The
library has a website (http"//
www,govstedu/library) which creates a
complete source for Internet access
within or outside the college. Students
arc eligible for the passwords and the
links to database searching from the
library.
Lab officials insist that
technology will continue to adapt the
computing labs at GSU as long as
funding continues . Some of the
assistance personal encourage the use
of the lab and insure students that there
are no dumb questions. Staib from the
lab chcouragcs student activity in the
lab. She exclaims. "Stop bye and see
us were arc really fnendl}' in here''
goal was that a solution needed to be
met by year-end of 1998 and to test the
plan in 1999. However, until this date
there. arc many businesses, as well as
governments that still do not have an
effective Y2K plan in place. In fact,
many still have no plans at all.
Basically, due to the fact, that there arc
not enough trained programmers to fix
all non<ompliant computer systems in
the next coming year, some companies
along ''itl1 some government agencies
will fail. Due to the complexity of the
Y2K problem, not every business will
be in compliance by the year 2000 .
Therefore, businesses will become
compliant at different times.
In a nut shell, if there isn' t a
solution in the Y2K crises, problems
could effect our everyday li'\-es .
Therefore, the questions we must ask
ourselves is "What impact 1s this gomg
to have on the public. as well as us as
consumers?" We as consumers. need
to be prepared, concerned, as well as
educated on this subject. Our standard
way of living is completely dependent
on the usc of electricity, telephones, and
banks, as they arc the major focus of
the computer glitch. The p~blic also
needs to be prepared both physically,
as well as, financiallv as we head
towards the 21" centuf)~
The public needs to become
aware of the Y2K crisis and the impact
it will have on their lives. The reasons
why we need to be educated about the
Y2K issues arc simple. First bu inesscs,
arc not going to disclose their true risks
on the issue. Secondly, governments
will try to cover up problems, as well
as, the media hasn' t infonned the public
in a timely manner regarding the impact
it will have. Lastly, the fear oft he crisis
will lead to misunderstandings and
misinformation on the subject.
As we head towards the next
century should we look at the Y2K
crises as a problem or a warning? In
either case, our future depends upon an
effect1vc solution . To learn more or
become more educated with the updates
of the Y2K crisis you may go on-line
or visit your local library.
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Preparing a career in jQurnalism

Ensuring getting a job

by Renia E Coleman

by Janille Miller

Most beginning journalists go
straight into reporting, but newspapers
also seek young talent in the areas of
photography, art, copy editing, library
researchers, and other specialties In
most cases entry-level jobs are difficult
to land. However, the student who
possess writing ability, curiosity,
determination. and who is well prepared
by education and training should have
little difficulty in finding an interesting
and challenging position with a daily
newspaper.
Setting your educational goals is the
first start in becommg a successful
journalist. This is accomplished by
studying the liberal arts, which \\-ill
allow you to ex-plore new horizons. and
help you communicate your discoveries.
· The American Society of Newspaper
Editors (ASNE) urges students
considering journalism to get a broad
spectrum by taking courses in many
fields.
According to the 1990 ASNE survey,
more than half of the editors had no
preference for a journalism degree
versus a major in another field of
concentration. About four in 10 editors
expressed preference for hiring
journalist school graduates, and one in
10 preferred graduate from other fields
while three fourths of the editors of
smaller newspapers, prefer journalist
school graduates.
Another study conducted by the ASNE
survey (1989) indicates that 80 percent
or more of young students taking
newspaper jobs today are journalism
school majors. this is across the board
for newspaper both large and smalL
Some students choose to focus on a field
llle) want to write about. For example.
.business, science, the arts, and politics
while continuing to take journalism
courses as electives or work on the
student newspaper.
A 1993 ASNE survey asked ed1tors
what field of study should students take
to prepare themselves in a career of
newspaper work. According to the
study editor's felt that the most
important would be fostering an
understanding of economics. statistics,
and the basic art of reporting. The
second most important is having a
thorough understanding of graphics/
designs, multiculturalism, news room
technology. management. liberal arts
and baste sciences.
The lower priorities included classes on
photography, media laws, the role of
mass media in society. and journahsm
ethics However. Governors State

University degree requirements consist
of completing courses in Theory and
Free Press, Media Communication Law
and Media and Society along with other
required courses offered in the field of
JOurnalism. This is contrary to what
the 1993 ASNE survey states
Before landing that golden opportunity,
editors arc always interested in seeing
your work in print. It is imperative as
a student to make every effort to get
published. Working on the school
newspaper holds a lot of weight in
secunng a position as an entry-level
writer. According to the ASNE, the
datly newspaper employ about 54,000
professional journalist, compared with
about40,000 employed by commercial
radio and television stations.
For journalist seeking scholarship
f~nding, the Dow Jones Newspaper
Fund publishes a guide called "The
Journalist's Road to Success" A Career
and Scholarship Guide. The cost for
the guide is $3.00. Also, for minority
students seekmg resources, the Dow
Jones Newspaper Fund also publishes
a guide called "Newspapers, Diversity,
and You." which is no charge to you.
For more information about these
guides, you can contact Dow Jones
Newspaper Fund, P.O Box 300
Princeton NJ 08543-00300 or by calling
toll free at 800 DOW-FUND
Also, there are professional associations
for the four major racial and ethnic
minority groups. The list includes Th~
Asian American Journalist Association
(NASA). National Association of Black
Journalist
(NABJ},
National
Association of Htspanic Journalist
AHJ , and the ati
American
Journalist Association (NAJA).
The Inland Press Association also hosts
their annual mmonty job fair once a
year. The job fau targets talented
students and graduates to fill a variety
of jobs in the newspaper industry. The
nc:\1 job fa1r will be held at the Fairmont
Hotel in Chtcago on October 24. 1999.
For more infonnation you can contact
the Mmont) Job Fair Coordinator at
(847) 795-0380
The rewards of a journalism career can
only enhance creativity, an abihty to
meet daily challenges on the job, the
capability of dealing with significant
matters while having a great impact. If
th1s 1s you then what arc you waiting
for, start those creative Jmces 11owing.
Takmg from the famous speech, '·I have
a Dream'' by Dr Martin Luther King
Jr.. "be more than you are on paper."
These arc t11c words of encouragement
l11at \\ill never be forgotten.

Resumes are a good place to start
by Jennifer Chitwood
Writing a first resume docsn "t have
to be a scary experience. For those who
need it. help is out there. It is not difficult
to look up '"resumes" in the phone book
and find several professional writers
waiting to help t11e confused, uncertain,
or just plain frustrated first-time resume
writer.
For anywhc~ between about $35 and
$75 a person can receive sef\·ices ranging
from getting his or her resume \\-rittcn •
and designed to ha\ing it neatly put into
a professional-looking folder to ha\ing it
sent out to employment agencies and
··head hunters'', depending on how much
one is \\illing to spend.
Since the resume is a person's first
contact \\ith his or her prospective new
employer, and is what solely creates th
first impression, putting one together 1s
not something most of us "~ant to take
lightly.

"Two investments one should make
when preparing for tl1cir job search are a
suit to intcf\icw in and a better resume
than the next guy.'' says Luciana
Kclaiditis, of A Better Resume Senice. a
division of.Harvard Oaks Enterprises,
Inc .. a company that has been in the
resume\\Titing busmess for over 14 years.
Kelaiditis, writer and manager oflllc
Tinley Park branch, feels that getting a
resume done b · a professional wntcr
offers several benefits .. u·s hard to be
critical of yourself." says Kclaiditis. who
feels as outsider can have a more impartial
perspective \\hen doing someone else's
resume. Kclaidius adds, "You go to a
doctor instead of diagnosing ·ourself
when you are sick and you should take
the same care when considering )·our
resume."
Gettmg a rc umc professionally
\\Tittcn may not be in ll1c best mterest of

Are you nervous about finding a job after you graduate from college? In
our fast growing competitive world, it is necessary for you to start preparing
yourself for the real world early during your educational career. It is nomlal for
one to wonder about their future. When it comes to going out into the real world
and having to make a living on your own, it can be a bit nerve wreaking. There
are many things you can do to ensure to land a good jOb after graduating.
If you are going to be graduating soon, the first place you might want to stop
in would be lllc office of career services. They can aid in the often frustrating task of
· finding a job. Career services often receive job descriptions from comparues lookmg
for workers. which get posted up all around campus. Career services also provide you
with information regarding job fairs and organizations available to students.
Many students make the mistake of not utilizing t11c resources that the
university offers. When I asked Kara Kalata, assistant to the Director of Career
Services, Jim Opon, what some of the biggest nustakes some students make while in
college pertaining to their career were, she replied that, "students often don't take
their classes seriously and blow school off'. "They also tend to party to much and
don't get the most out of their college ex-perience". While in college you should make
sure to join organizations, and clubs so you can network and make yourself more well
rounded. I asked Kara, what she thought some of lllc most important tools used in
finding a job after graduating were, she said, "networking yourself is a major key and
hands on ex-perience through interns and volunteer work arc very important"
She also said, "joining organizations and attending job fairs is crucial in finding
•
a job after you graduate."
When trying to decide what you want to do as a career, there are a few steps
you should take. Self assessment of yourself such as your interest, abilities, and work
values. What is it you think you might want to do? What are you really good at?
What are your strong points? Finding out what your career options might be, such as
learning academic and career entrance requirements, investigating education and
training requirements, and lcamingJob market trends. Evaluate occupational choices.
and gain practical experience through internships, cooperative education, relevant
summer employment. volunteer work and campus activities. Lastly, graduate school
preparation and/or job search Learning how to prepare resume and cover letters.
and complete employment applications. Learning and implementing job search
strategies. Learning and practicing intcrv1cwing skills and researching graduate
programs and financial aid packages. Following these tips in combination with
utilizing the services that the career service office offer, you should be on your
way to a rewarding career and future.

Job placement on the internet
By Janille Miller
As we approach the new millcnium, the internet continues to be a major
source of information. The internet can provide services such as dating, shopping
and ~mmunicating. Well did you know that the internet also can help you find a
new exciting career'? I recently was in the market for a new job and trying to find a
job can be very frustrating if you don't know what resources would best scf\·c you.
While talking with Crystal Conley. a scrvive representative for Manpower. she told
me that there are many ways to go about getting a job or finding out about a job
through the internet "Many people don't even know l11at you can put your resume on
the internet for employers to sec", said Crystal. "Not only that but you can also find
out infonnation on mtcrnships and volunteer work too". The internet offers many
services to people tiying to make stfides towards llleir future or career changes. There
are services such as the monster board, in which can aid in fmding a JOb.
There are also sites such as the Chicago Tribune for example, in which
offer llle employment section and offer links to other newspapers. It is fairly simple,
if you have access to a computer and it is hOOked up with tl1e internet. then aH you
need is to let your fmgcrs do the talking. Lycos. Excite. Yahoo or Wcbcrawlcr will
want you to type in a certain category. You just enter you career choice or any of the
sites that you may know of, such as the monster board orJObs. com. TI1cn t11c computer
will do the rest. It then is up to you to choose categories and certain areas to go into.
The internet is quick and convenient and can provide \OU with some·of the
latest information. When looking for ajob.just remember to be patient but persistent.
If you utilize all of your resources such as the internet, you should be successful in
finding a career that if right for you and your necd5.

evel)·onc. though. Recent Governor's
State University graduate Tracy Jonker
says she did just fine creating her 0\m
resume. ''I used some 'how-to' books and
looked at some other people's reswnes
who arc in my field to get an idea of where
to start." says Jonker who received her
Masters of Science Degree in
Environmental Biology December 1997.
Doing her own resume just made
sense at the time says Jonker. who adds
that the cost ofgetting one professionally
done was a factor in her deciding to do it
herself.
There arc books available in any
library designed to help out inc:\-pcricnccd
resume writers or they can oficn be
purchased relatively cheap at bookstores.
This method worked well for Jonker
who says experts in her field have
complimented her on her resume. "I
asked people in my field to look over my
resume to get their opimons and I have
gotten several compliments on it," says

Jonker, '' ho clauns she never suffered a
long unemployment draught since she
graduated about a year ago.
'"Professional sef\iccs arc good if you
really don ' t knO\\ where to start ,"
commented Jonker when asked her
opinion of professional resume services,
and adds that she may usc a professional
\\Titer in tl1c future when her resume gets
cluttered with job c. ;pcricnccs and she
doesn't know what to leave in or what to
cut out.
Most will agree, though,. that the
resume is a good place to start in a job
search. Most colleges. Govemor's State
University included. offer help to their
students wh nit is tunc to begin their job
search after gntduation. GSU's Office of
Career Scn·tccs has two counselors,
Robbye Peppers and James Opon. ready
to help students prepare for t11c1r futures.
An appointment can be made with onG of
the counselors b) calling (708) 2353974.
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Saving the Oscar: TheRe-release of Saving Private Ryan''
by Michael Foster
Sitting in the theater during the opening weekend of "Saving Private in for Best Actor, which would be his third since "Philadelphia" and "Forrest
Ryan" was a unique and unforgettable experience. Although the movie itself will Gump." The majority of the plot focuses on Hanks taking a rag tag group of
probably be remembered as one of the best war films ever made, what was more solders into what was then occupied France, to find Private Ryan, (Matt Damon).
iu.spiring than the motion picture itself was the wide range of ages that attended Ryan is the last surviving member out of four brothers, and the army feels that it
the show. Sure, there were the actual World War II veterans there, many of them would be wise to pull him out of there for moral purposes.
with their families. But you could also see clumps of high school kids munching
The movie continues as this small band pushes onward. This is where most
Qn popcorn waiting for the movie to start as well, which is unusually serious fare of the character development actually takes place. We find out more about the
for people that age. Everyone there was going to take this movie seriously, whether individual personalities as screenwriter Robert Rodat gets a chance to articulate
they wanted to or not. And even the violence enthusiasts did not frnd themselves the dialogue, and we become familiar with the doubts, fears, and egos of each
cheering for the dismemberment of the young men in action at Nonnandy. It's the member of the crew, which emotionally pulls you in for the final battle sequence.
type of movie you really don't want to see, but gain a sense of reality for doing so. Does everyone survive? Probably not, it is a war movie after all. But to divulge
Perhaps this older generation rightfully has a gripe with some of the younger kids . . anymore ir\fonnation would be to give away some major plot points. But there
Maybe they don't appreciate their lives as much since they didn't have to fight for will be scenes that will stick in your mind for a long time. I will never forget the
them. Maybe that's why we need movies like this.
way a "sticky bomb" literally rips a solider into pieces, or the dialogue that takes
But perhaps I'm getting ahead of myself. "Saving Private Ryan" is going to place in the vacant church at night.
be reissued this January just in time for the Oscars. Perhaps to keep losing academy
As you watch the movie, keep an eye out for cameos by Ted Danson (Cheers)
member votes to "The Thin Red Line," another WW2 epic set in the Pacific and Dennis Farina. (Get Shorty, Buddy Faro) Also watch for possible Academy
campaign starring John Cusack, Bill Pullman, and John Travolta. And for those winning perfonnances by Edward Burns, Giovanni Ribisi, and Jeremy Davies.
who have not seen ''Ryan" all ready, it is highly suggested that you do so. Even Admire the cinematography by Janusz Kaminski, and the particular attention to
though home theater systems have advanced over the last few years, sitting in a details. Janusz has been on Spileberg 'screw since his work on "Schindler's List."
large auditorium hearing bullets whizzing by in Dolby Surround as the air becomes The film itself tends to be grainy and has an earthy feel to it. The movie plays
stale from everyone mixed emotions is an experience all in its own. It is about as more like a documentary, which is why it tends to be so engaging. Part of the
close as you get without actually being there. The movie begins with twenty-six credit should be given to the thousands of extras tltat were onhand to recreate the
minutes of carnage so realistic that will probably never be equaled in cinema, experience, and to Captain Dale Dye, USMC for giving the cast members a taste
which is a warning to those who are squeamish. Then again, you have Spielberg of boot camp. In conclusion, as the Christmas movie fest winds down, be sure to
shooting much of it handheld, and most of the action is shot using the same give this film a second look. It has all of the qualities of a classic motion picture,
techniques that were in use during the 1940s. Tom Hanks portrays John Miller, and will give you something to talk about it. If anything, my fourteen year old
the all-Americ..m captain in which throughout the movie shows sig~ of mental brother found greater respect for his grandparents after seeing the film. Perhaps
fatigue, only to be comforted by Sergeant Horvath as portrayed by Tom Sizemore we could all use a reminder of what could have been any of us had we been born
(Heat, Strange Days). The buzz around Hollywood is that Hanks should be a .:1oo seventy years earlier.
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by Bruce Weaver
Everyone remembers the poem "T'was The Night Before Christmas." Mainly,
because we bear it recited to death every hour on the hour at this magical
Christmas time. Editors know that familiarity breeds contempt. What this
poem needs nowadays is a little culture. So we here on the Innovator feel it is
high-time someone gave this poem a fresh outlook for Christmas shoppers
everywhere. Here we go with our version of...

IF FAMOUS AUTHORS HAD WRITTEN "T'WAS
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS:
W.S. Gilbert
On a tree deep in snow I heard Santy Claus say,
"Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas."
And I said to him, "Santy dear, why do you sit?"
"Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas."
"Did Mrs. Claus leave you without any kiss?
"Or did Donner and Blitzen just give you a hiss?"
Santa, mad, just untied the reindeer harness.
Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas
He pulled at his beard as he sat on the roof.
Merrry Christmas, Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas.
Taking time to pull the icicle out of his boot.
Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas.
"Ob why do I have to give kids toys at night?
"It's enough to make mein simply die of stage fright,
"I can't stand to go down a wann chimney with light."
Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas.

Now I feel doubly sure Santy Claus dido 't lie.
Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas.
That the missus had eaten his sweet old mince pie.
Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas.
If he remains callous all through Christmas eve,
It won't be because Rudolph sneezed into his sleeve,
He just didn't get his fair share of Blue Cheese!
Merry CHristmas, Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas.

•
Carl Sandburg.
Roily-Polly Santa Claus,
Reindeer Rider of the world!
Dictator of presents and little elves!
Riding, sweeping, laughing
God of the American Merchant!

They tell me you are silent and I
believe them. for I never saw you 'til tonight.
They tell me that you laugh a lot
and I answer; He stood back and
laughed at my silly, thin dressing gown.
They say he is kind and my reply is: On the face of my children I
See the presents I bought for them.
And having answered so I turn once
More to this jolly-old fat man
Reeking of beer and say to him:
Show me another commercial enterprize
Where a big, fat old slob
Can con twenty-three million people
Into believing be's a pied-piper of Walmart!
Flinging curses and jests at this
Tired old fat man who can't keep his pants on.
Laughing with a red nose, a fierce chuckle and
A urinating Rudolph he walks,
runs,
plunges,
coasts,
dancing, prancing, cajoling
into my wive's bedroom.
Laughing, sprawling, chuckling
clutching, squeezing as I clonk him
on the head, this wreacker of homes
this red-bot hoocby. Stacker of presents
and retail reality.

William Shakespeare
Shall I compare thee to a winter sleigh?
Thou art more jolly and more fatter.
Snowy winds do shake winter's weary way,
And I wish you wouldn't come with so much clatter.
Sometimes you bring too many presents,
Can you not leave things as they are?
Next time, park your reindeer by my tents,
And I'll return the chipped cookie jar.
Why did you get me that curs'ed thing?
Don't you know when to stop?
Just bring my wive a cosy, gold ring.
She'll think I stole it and call a cop.
As far as men and the eye can see,
Get back in your sleigh and leave me be!

Thank you!
To:
John Borgman who has spent hours copy editing though the program will not save the
changes;
Dianah Hoving who has spent hours networking for the Innovator;
Malecia Johnson who spent many hours with me at daybreak trying to force the
computers to function;
Ken Pearson from ITS who has spent hours figuring out what is wrong with the
computers and their programs;
Ed Kammer who has been the paper's messenger and gopher;
Karen Piejko who has tirelessly contributed to the Arts & Entertainment at the risk of her
health and sanity.

Have a happy 1999!
,.-~ Gindyr-~
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Radio: sightless entertainment
by Darryl Gerwing
RADIO, The wireless transmission and reception of electric impulses or
signals by means of electric waves. The use of electric waves for the wireless
transmission of electric impulses into which sound is converted.
Entertainment directed to the ear, not the eye, radio uses sound waves or
sound effects to stimulate a listener's own images of people, places and events. It
has been said that more people are entertained by radio than any other type of
medium in the world. No other medium has the motivational response on its
audience as does radio.
The powerful impact radio can have on listeners was amply proved on the
evening of October 30, 1938, when the Mercwy Theatre on the air, a one hour
dramatic series presented a program that will forever live in the annuals of
outstanding broadcast history. The program, produced and directed by a young
Orson Wells, was a dramatization of H.G. Wells "War of the Worlds," an invasion
of earth by martians. So realistic was the performance that, in spite of assurances,
it was only a play, millions upon millions of listeners panicked over visions of
rampaging monsters and burning cities, and flooded local police and fire stations
with telephone calls with qu~stions about their empending doom.
Thus, the power of radio was assured. Although television was on the horizon,
radio continued to have one strength that television could never command; the
power to control imagination. New programs began to develop and capture our
ears. They ran the full range from Inner Sanctum and Lights Out to soap operas
and Little Orphan Annie. From Captain Midnight and Jack Armstrong. the All
American Boy, to the Lone Ranger, everybody's western hero.
Radio became big business, really big business and the battle between stations
for a larger audience share was on. New stations began to target a select group of
listeners with exact formats hoping to capture the full audience of that group.
Careful and exact research was required. Up to this time, little research had been
done and primarily what was learned was that most people listened to radio between
seven and eleven o'clock p.m.
Selecting and achieving a target audience by a single radio station involves a
high degree of expense and secret research. No station I spoke with would reveal
how and why a specific audience was sought. '"This is highly competitive and
secret information that no station would expose" ' said Randy Eccles of WGN.
These sentiments were echoed by numerous other stations contacted including
WBBM, WLS, WXRT, and WRCX. Chicago's broadcast reach literally contains
all of the prizm twelve categories which will be revealed later. During my research,
I found no specific information on how a radio station decides on a particular
format.
Over the years, several companies have developed that have the capacity to measure
a radio station's share or predict what share a station might have with specific
format. commonly referred to as ratings. Since their inception, ratings services
primarily have provided broadcasters with information pertaining to the number
of listeners of a certain age and gender turned to a given station at a given time. In
recent years, more in depth information has been available for new stations or
those wishing to change their formal.
Using Unites States Census Bureau Information, a ratings company named Birch
developed its "prizrn" as a base for trugeting an audience. This "prizm" is commonly
used by most stations in 85 of the largest U.S. cities to determine classes oflisteners.
The "Prizm" examines the listeners preferences of twelve lifestyle groups
profiled in what it terms Geo,Demographic Cluster Groups. The are as follows:
DEFINITION

GROUP
S-1
S-2
S-3

Educated, Affiuent. Executives and Professionals in elite metro
suburbs.
Pre and Post. child families and singles in upscale white,collar suburbs.
Upper, middle, child raising families in outlying, owner occupied
suburbs.

The Life of Langston Hughes Volume II: 1941-1967
I Dream a World
Arnold Rampersad, Author
New York: Oxford University Press
512 pages. $17.95

Monday

u- 1

Educated, white,collar singles and ethnics in upscale, urban areas.
Educated, young, mobile families in ex,urban suburbs and boom towns.
Middle class, post child families in aging suburbs and retirement areas.
Middle class, child raising, blue,collar families in remote suburbs and
towns.
u -2 Middle class immigrants and minorities in dense urban row and high
rose areas.
R- 1 Rural towns and villages amidst farms and ranches across agrarian midAmerica.
T-3 Mixed gentry and blue collar labor in low, mid rustic mill and factory
towns.
R-2 Mixed whites, blacks, hispanics and indians in poor rural towns and
farms.
U - 3 Mixed blacks, hispanics and immigrants in aging urban row and hi-rise
T- 1
S-4
T-2

areas.
Once an audience group or groups has been selected, the station aims its
programming in that direction. It makes sense that a station playing "Oldies but
goodies" from the SO's and 60's will not attract teenagers that want heavy metal.
Also, immigrants that cannot understand English will listen to ethnic stations
rather than WGN. Stations competing for the same audience are forced to sharpen
their skills in terms of hiring on air personalities that will gather the most listeners
thereby allowing that station to increase advertising rates.
Advertising rates are determined by the amount of listeners at specific time
periods a station has. Radio primetimes are generally six to nine o'clock a.m. and
four to seven o'clock p.m. At these times, most people are eitl1er home or leaving
for work or home or going home.
Shares of an audience can be measured by various companies using numerous
ways. The most popular rating company is Arbitron. To determine a station's
ranking, Arbitron follows an elaborate procedure. First, the parameters of the
area to be surveyed are established. Arbitron ~ fit to measure listening both in
the city or urban center, which it refers to as the Metro Survey Area (MSA), and in
the surrounding cOmmunities or suburbs which 1t classifies as Total Survey Area
(fSA). Arbitron classifies a station's primary listening locations as its Areas of
Dominant Influence (ADI).
Once the areas to be measured have been determined. Arbitron then selects a
sample base composed of individuals to be questioned on their listening habits,
usually over a three to four week period. Forms are sent to households within the
designated area along with a letter of explanation. The forms simply ask that you
record the time, day, station call letters or program name, A.M. or F.M. and where
you were listening, car, boat, home and so on.
Other questions may ask for your age, male or female, race, how many hours
you work and if you work at home, your likes and dislikes and approximate income,
and listeners' comments. Mter compiling all this information, Arbitron can
accurately state what kind of person is listening to a particular radio station. This
is when a format decision comes in. If a new station is proposed or an existing
station is dectding on a format change, they must first know the prospects of a
particular audtence. All this information may indicate that yes, there is a large
potential audience for your classical music Mr station owner,however. it is no
guarantee of success as many stations have discovered. Station management and
on air personalities carry the burden of a station's success
Because of the great expense of hiring rating/research companies, many
stations frequently conduct their own audience studies. Although they lack the
expertise of these companies, they can gather useful information through do it
yourself, in house telephone, face to face, and
surveys, but again guarantees
are null and void.
According to Shelly Gagner from Arbitron headquarters in New York (With
whom I conducted a telephone interview), "'There is no clear cut reason why a
station chooses one format over another."' Based on all available current
information, and the key word here is "current." and with many other variables
involved, a format decision is based solely on a calculated guess rather than cold
hard evidence. Because our population is extremely mobile with no less than 22%
of our population relocating annually, today's information is tomorrow's history.
For this reason, most radio stations continually, or at least once per year, have a
rating's survey.

mail

Goodbye,
Christ Jesus Lord God Jehova,
Make way for a new guy with no religion at all
A real guy named
I said, Mel

by Rena Coleman
The Harlem Renaissance of the 1920's produced some of the most profound
and renowned black poets of this era. Such writers included Zora Neale Hurston,
Countie Cullen, and Claude Mckay. The primary voice of the era was Langston
Hughes, often called the "Poet Laureate of Harlem." Arnold Rampersad, author
of The Life of Langston Hughes Volume II 1941-1967 I Dream A World has an indepth and insightful flair for letting his readers inside the last 26 years of the most
prolific, controversial writers that ever lived.
Rampersad went as far as disclosing some of Langston Hughes most
memorable contributions to the art of poetry, the controversy, and the depression
caused by his emotional and lonely childhood. Most of Hughes writings stem
from occurrences be encountered in life.
Although Langston never received the Pulitzer Prize, he became most
famous for his colwnn in the Defender where he created the fictional character
"Simple." Simple Speaks His Mind sold nearly thirty thousand copies. Before his
success Hughes came close to losing his career as a writer for his controversial
piece "Goodbye Christ."

A radical friend without Hughes permission published the poem after
their arrival to the Soviet Union in 1932. The Soviet Union felt that his tactics
were part of a religious hypocrisy.
Because Langston Hughes was afraid of losing his career, he made a
public apology to his critics and vowed never to write such a thing again. Some of
Hughes work became more popular in countries such as France, Holland, and
Argentina. Although Hughes was not paid well for his work, he was pleased that
others found an interest in his writings.
There were times were Hughes suffurred from depression and often wanted
to be left alone, while making appearances Hughes stilled managed to appear
cheerful as if he had no worries. Hughes never married. Although he was seen
with some of the most beautiful women in the world he never expressed an interest
in them. The mystery remains on how be contracted a sexual transmitted disease.
In fact, speculation from others claims that Hughes was homosexual
because of his interest in young handsome black men of the arts. Until his death
in May 1967, Langston had become famous before he had realized. "Langston as
you sleep your legacy continues to live on."
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7./ie c£Lfd.. ... sees /he OJOrldm.r1h /he nemness /.hal innocenceproo.rcles, mhere
honesfy andfooe preoa.r1, hes andfears c.ho.ke andthe, andhale sinlpfj does no/ e:usl

7./ie c£Lfd.. ... shouldno/ he made lo feell.he pa.rn of.hunger, l.he sorrom of
rl!jeclion, /he fear oftboersify, and/he hale slemnungfrom lac£ ofunderslantbng.

7./ie c£Lfd.. ... can hoeforeoer, nurlure /he adufl's soul, and, iflos!, he
resurrecledlo reijn ooer eoeryone .rn harrom.rng linles.

7./ie c£Lfd.. ... muslrule /he hear/ as /he aduflrules /he headandonfj /.hen miff
/he OJOrldhe a halanced, goodplace lo hoe.
!By .help.rng /.he Xeethesl G.h.ticlren
711Je susla.rn /.he c.h.tidm.r1bn ourselVes
and
mdes /he hohlfay season happy.

Cindy Xansoer~c5c.hneider, ·
gnnovalor 0thlor~Ln~chLef
!7(ashidah f/aami' !Jl(u.hammad
!Jl(alecia f/o.hnson,
gnnovalor !Jl(anayL"n!J CJthtor
f/o.hn !Boryman,
gnnovalor Copy CJthtor
Xaren !Piej~o,
7/r/s & 0nlerlaLnmen/ 0thlor
Viola 9ray,
Vireclor 7/C0c5c5c5

CJd Xammer, gnnovalor

:Paulc5!ovaff,
Viola J£imes,

:JYJO

gJE2J0 9?epresenla1Lve
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Read any good books lately?

7.here are onfj 10
more s.hoppiny days
Text Books Reference Books
Supplies- and
Sundries

un/1-f G£r1sl01as I

Regular Store Hours:
Mon-Thurs 10:30a.m.-7:30p.m.
10 :30a.m.-3: OOp.m.
Fri.
10: OOa.m~-1 :30p.m.
Sat.

ACCT/FIN
CLUB

PSI CHI

Joyce x4092

BLACK
STUDENT
ASSOC.

Advisor:

David Gordon
x4961
Pres:
Stacy Sargis
VP:
Jenny Rodd
Sec:
Melanie Devon
Treas:
Loren Bult
Membership contact:
X-'961 ·

(The National Honor Society
in Psychology)
Advisor: Darlene Hawkins
X 3149
Pres: Sherry Troike
VP:
Vacant
Ann Schuch
Sec:
Treas: James Odom
. Membership info: x 3149

Advisor: Michael Toney
x3148
Pres: Keith Lewis
V P:
Vacant
Sec:
Dionne Hankins
Treas: Tahtia Smalling
Member hip info: x3148
The Black Student Association
is an organization that provides the
means by which students of color
can address issues, have freedom of Advisor: Dr. William Boline x
expression, and co-ordinate events 4912
that will expand their knowledge of Pres : Princess Avant
culture and community.
VP: Sharon Mac Vee
~efer all inquiries to ~ur~
Sec: Mandy Meyer
Kamblc- x 4552. She wtll dtrect aiiTreas: Sharon Breyer
Prospective members to the
Membership info: x4912
appropriate officers of the
organization to answer any
questions they may have.

ALPHA
UPSILON
ALPHA

SOCIAL
WORK CLUB

Advisor: Joanne Anania . 4372
Pres : Antoinette Norrell
VP:
Nancy Spaniak
Sec: Julie Schuberth
Treas: Robin Von Thaden
Membership info: x-'372

APICS
(American Production and
Inventory Control Society)
Advisor: David Parmenter
x4964
Pres: James Grant
VP:
Richard Evans
Sec:
Regina Malone
Web Master: Denise Dillon
Member hip info: x-'96-'

CHI SIGMA
IOTA

APPLIED
PSYCHOLOGY
Advisor: Rachel 0 . Breg
.·4994
Pre s: S andy I Io tTm a n
V P;
lbtisa m Mohammad
Sec :
Vacant
P R:
Vae:ant
Trcns : Vacant
Membership info: leave name
and phone in the 2nd floor club
mail box

Advisor: John Carlson
x4908
Pres: Kathy Weller
President Elect :Teresa Hannon
VP : Jennif~r Planing
Sec:
P. Ann Schuch
Treas : Kerry Soderstrom
Membership info: Kathy Weller,
708/235-3977

SCHOOL
PSYCHOLOGY
COUNCIL

Advisor: Damon Krug x 5174
Pres: Laura Swayne
VP: Chris Soulsby
Sec :
Denise Schroeder
Sec ;
Lavern Campbell
Treas : Kathleen Sosnoeski

@gsu.

ART FORUM
Advisor: Arthur Bourgeois
x4012
Pres #I ; De reck Pau I
Pres #2 : Javier Chavira
VP: Eric Frazier
Sec# I: Claudia Craemer
Sec #2: Kelly Mueller
Treas: Lou Shields
Membership info: Javier x4021

CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
Advisor: Jackie Klosak
x4577
Pres: Cynthia Simmons
VP:
Michael Lazzari
Sec:
Connie Schmitt
Treas: Julius Scott
Membership info: x4577

. ASSOC. for

WOMEN IN
COMMUNICATION
Advisor: Anna Kong x4083
Pres: Lisa Bly
VP : Bonnie Kirincic
ec : Dedra White-Montgomery
Treas: Martha Tabaur
Membership info: x4083

FUTURE
TEACHER'S
ASSOC.
Advisor: Bob Press x4363
Pres: Susan Whisson
VP:
Brenda Bensema
Membership info: x4363

INTERVARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Advisors: Joe Addison
x4529
and
David Weinberger
x4480
Pres: Sylvia Dilkman
VP:
Joyce Harris
Sec:
Bernie Miller
Treas: Bernie Miller
Membership info: Sylvia x5473or

•

OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY
ASSOC.
Advisor: Jessica Pedersen x 4135
Pres: Casie Hough
VP: Karen Sziel
Sec: Jeanne Wood
Treas: Tricia Walsh

Social Committee:
Jennifer Dugan
Social Committee:
Kathleen Ratton
Membership info: Ter.i x4092

ALPHA PHI
SIGMA
Attn: All Crimminal Justice
Students:
Alpha Phi Sigma is the national
honor society for Criminal
Justice. The society recognizes
scholastic excellence by
undergraduate and graaduate
students in the criminal justice
sciences .
Undergraduate students"
*must be a declared Criminal
Justice Major.
*Must have completed at least
one third (42 semester hours)
of undergraduate work with a
3.0 overall GPA. Also, must
have completed 12 hours in
criminal justice with a 3 .2
GPA.
Graduate students:
*Must have 12 hours
c ompleted .
* 3.4 overall GPA .
Pres : C onnie Schmitt
Sec:
Li lly Lavallais
7 73-2 87-9214
lf:>•ou arc interested in joining
or have any questions, plea ·c
contact Professor Jacqueline
Klosak at 708-534-45'77 or
Connie chmitt at 815-9391421.

The Innovator is
in need of writers,
editors, and layout
personel.
The next issue is scheduled for
January.
Due to lack of personel and
equipment failure, there are some
"rticles and announcements that wert
not printed. Every effort will be
made to print these items in the next
issue.

Membership info: x 4135

Contact 4517 to assist.
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